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The heart of the capstone experience is the project itself. There are a variety of projects used in capstone design: projects

sponsored by industry with or without a fee, service learning projects, student competitions, campus projects, ‘paper

designs,’ and faculty projects. Theprojectmanagement can range frombeingmanaged completely by the faculty advisor or

the project sponsor to those that are completely managed by the student team. Teams can be allowed to fail or the faculty

project advisor can ensure successful completion. Projects may emphasize creativity and/or communication and/or

technical depth. This paper evolved from a panel discussion of capstone projects at the Capstone 2010Design Conference

and notes the distinct differences between project types.
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1. Introduction

Capstone design courses have been part of the

engineering curriculum for over 30 years. The cap-

stone course is intended to be the culmination of a
student’s undergraduate experience. Students are

expected to creatively analyze, synthesize, and apply

knowledge from other courses in addition to learn-

ing any additional knowledge that is needed for

their project. Accrediting agencies recognize the

importance of design, and ABET has established

three requirements relevant to the capstone course

in their general requirements for engineering bacca-
laureate level programs:

1. Criterion 3, Student Outcomes, element (c)

specifies that graduates must demonstrate ‘an

ability to design a system, component, or pro-
cess to meet desired needs within realistic con-

straints such as economic, environmental,

social, political, ethical, health and safety, man-

ufacturability, and sustainability’ [2].

2. Criterion 5, Curriculum element (b) defines

design as the ‘process of devising a system,

component, or process to meet desired needs.

It is a decision-making process (often iterative),
in which the basic sciences, mathematics, and

the engineering sciences are applied to convert

resources optimally to meet these stated needs’

[2].

3. Criterion 5, Curriculum, further requires that

‘students must be prepared for engineering
practice through a curriculum culminating

in a major design experience based on the

knowledge and skills acquired in earlier course

work and incorporating appropriate engineer-

ing standards andmultiple realistic constraints’

[2].

At the heart of the capstone design experience is the

project itself. Although much attention has been

given to the design process, the nature of the project

itself has not received as much attention [6]. Project

sources can range from projects with industry, with

or without a fee, service learning projects, student

competitions, campus projects, multidisciplinary

projects, faculty projects, ‘paper designs,’ projects
proposed by students, and international projects [5,

12, 14–15]. The projectmanagement can range from

being managed completely by the faculty advisor or

the project sponsor to those that are completely

managed by the student team [5, 20].

The interaction between the type of project and

the management of the project has implications for

student learning.
For capstone design courses, Cheville identified

attributes of successful design projects to include

‘being viewed as worthwhile’ [13], related to the

engineering discipline [13], and involving ‘modern
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and emerging technologies with which most of the

students would have some familiarity’ [6].

This paper evolved from a panel discussion of

capstone projects at the Capstone 2010 Design

Conference and contains observations made

during that discussion. The panel identified the
importance of ‘cool’ projects. There are some pro-

jects that capture the imagination of all involved in a

way that others do not and bring sustained interest

in the difficult design work. Projects have intrinsic

appeal when they include innovative technology,

allow a wide range of creative solutions, and/or are

related to current cultural issues.

This paper discusses the pedagogical implications
associated with the various design projects from the

perspectives of experienced design instructors from

several different disciplines. The intent of this paper

is to suggest issues associated with possible types of

projects, give suggestions for consideration by the

audience and provide insight to the reader. The

paper is divided into four sections: project selection,

project management, avoiding project pitfalls, and
crisis management.

2. Project Selection

The panel agreed that there are certain projects that

are ideal for administration and student learning.

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to identify

those projects ahead of time.Many times it is only as

the project unfolds that its fit becomes apparent.

Reflection on successful projects helps instructors
determine good projects before they are adopted.

Table 1 characterizes each project type that will be

discussed, rates its potential for the suggested cri-

teria, and highlights possible pitfalls.

2.1 Industrial projects

Industrial projects comprise the largest percentage

of many program’s capstone projects [3, 9–10]. As

shown in Table 1, industrial projects have a high

potential for success. The company is responsible
for motivating the students about the necessity of

the project. Industrial projects, because they are

sponsored by companies, are connected to the

engineering discipline. Industrial projects can have

thepotential to apply emerging technologies. Select-

ing the appropriate project and scope is key to a

successful educational experience. Some fields (e.g.

civil engineering) typically have large, highly-com-
plex projects [18]. Careful deliberation on project

scope can yield exciting student-sized projects, even

in fields where professionals work on large teams

[17]. The major pitfalls with industrial projects arise

with mismatched expectations: who is in charge?

what is the deliverable?, andwhat is the relationship

with students? If students feel they are being used for

‘grunt’ work, their motivation drops drastically.
Industrial projects offer great advantages for the

university. These can include cash donations, equip-

ment donations, mentoring of students, potential

student employment, faculty consulting, faculty

research, and faculty sabbaticals.

Perhaps the biggest question that a programmust

answer is whether or not to charge companies for

the project. Typical charges to companies that are
reported include requiring reimbursement for

approved, out of pocket student expenses; nominal
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Table 1. Classification of Projects to be Discussed

Project Type Viewed as
Worthwhile

Related to
Engineering
Discipline

Modern and
Emerging

Technologies

Student appeal Possible Pitfalls Potential
Benefits

Industrial Low to
high

Medium to
high

Low to
high

Low to
high

Mismatched
expectations

Improved
relationship
with industrial
partner

Service
Learning

Medium to
high

Low to
high

Low to
high

Low to
high

Potential
liability

Publicity and
emotional
recognition of
engineering
potential

Student
Competition

High Medium to
high

Medium to
high

Medium
to high

Failure Serves as
benchmark,
strong link to
university

Faculty Projects Low to
high

Medium to
high

Medium to
high

Low to
high

Student
motivation

Meets a real
university need

Paper Designs Low Medium to
high

Low to high Low to
high

Student
motivation,
institutional
memory

Designed to
include relevant
areas



charges ($500—$2000) to cover expected expenses,

and substantial amounts ($20,000 or higher) to

purchase equipment and enhance the educational

environment at the university [3, 8, 10]. The decision

to charge for services can affect project manage-

ment. In cases where the charge is very high, either
the company contact or the faculty project advisor

take responsible charge of the project and students

function as apprentices. The person with responsi-

ble charge of the projectmust ensure that the project

is successful and may have to actually complete the

work if the student team is not able to do so. For

smooth projects it is imperative to ensure that all

participants agree who is in charge.
A broad continuum exists for the role of the

company contact: one that depends on the expecta-

tions of the company contact, their employer, and

the university. The university may leverage the

capstone design practitioners to develop a more

active alumni/ae association, and may often build

multi-dimensional relationships with the clients

through the capstone experience. The client has
the opportunity to preview the graduating class,

and exercise early job recruitment. The company

contacts bring expertise (technical and business)

which may not be available among the regular

faculty for the capstone class. Certainly, several

external influences (ABET, NCEES) encourage

the inclusion of practicing professionals in the

undergraduate curriculum. The geographic distri-
bution of the clients and company contacts with the

university will, of course, affect the intensity of the

practitioner’s role. High involvement of company

contacts in the capstone design experience can

benefit all parties, but even mixed or low involve-

ment still has strong educational benefits for the

students. Many of the aspects of the company

contact’s role are explored in Table 2.

The degree of design supervision, as shown in

Table 2, can range frommerely answering questions
when asked to explicit direction of all student work.

Occasionally, company contacts think that students

should learn everything without help and refuse to

answer questions. While it is true that student

learning can be very high in this situation, student

frustration is also very high.Many companies strive

to find a middle ground where the company contact

acts as a mentor, receiving periodic updates and
offering advice and support to the team. It is

possible to mentor and still allow the students to

have responsible charge of the decisions that are

made throughout the project. It is important that a

programdevelop and articulate the expectations for

company contacts. Some academic programs have

developed primers for company contacts that detail

the expected role. Clear communication about the
expected role of the company contact reduces the

potential for mismatched expectations.

Another important aspect shown in Table 2 is the

company contact’s attachment to the university.

The industrially sponsored project allows the uni-

versity to reestablish contact and maintain a close

relationship between the program and the com-

pany. Often employment opportunities for students
and/or interactions with the program result from

the relationship. Company contacts are good

sources of speakers for classes and student sections

of professional societies. Many company contacts
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Table 2. Continuum of Interactions between Company Contact and Design Team

Interaction aspect Low involvement High involvement

Role at the university Only provides project Serves as adjunct professor

Design supervision Provides project and design specifications,
answers questions

Directs student team through design

Frequency of student contact Occasional Primary contact on design work

Benefit to company contact Acts as role-model, gives back to the
profession

Company contact’s career development is a
priority at university

Company contact’s attachment to
university

Only for project Relationship is reinvigorated, and now
participates in alumni association or
Dean’s advisory board

Tangible benefits Release time from employer Adjunct professor salary

Project challenge Academic redesign of existing project New design with sponsor commitment for
implementation

Student product quality Academic-standards for term paper and
design drawings

Client-quality standards for report
(including quantities) and design drawings

Student professional development Works with company contact Company contact discusses engineering
ethics, business issues, professional
registration, etc.

Intangible benefits Goodwill between company and university Good publicity for the university, donated
equipment or materials, internships or jobs
for students



find interaction with a student team to be rewarding

and they feel as if they have made a difference in the

students’ development.

Whether or not a programaccepts course projects

that are on a critical path for the sponsor is an

important decision. If the program accepts a project
on the critical path, there must be high expectations

of success.

Accepting a program on the critical path may lead

to high stress in the student team and project faculty

advisor. The authors recommend that programs be

explicit concerning whether or not they will accept

projects on the critical path of a company.Although

the projects can be extremely high stress, they can
also lead to a deep sense of fulfillment.

Another characteristic of successful projects as

noted by the authors is the ‘cool’ factor. Students

want to work on things that are interesting, not

drudgework that noone at the sponsoring company

wants to do. Some programs assign projects to

students while other programs require students to

bid on projects. If students are allowed to bid on
projects, sponsors want to have projects that will

appeal to the best students. It should be mentioned

that any project that requires a great deal of domain

knowledge that requires significant time to acquire

(e.g. special accounting rules, complex unique hard-

ware interfaces, an understanding of detailed radar

workings) should be avoided. When recruiting

companies for projects, programs need to be explicit
concerning the matching of company projects with

students.

Good projects should stimulate student creativ-

ity. Industrially sponsored design projects have the

capacity to be successful as long as companies keep

in mind the first two criteria suggested by Che-

ville—the projects are viewed as worthwhile to the

company by the students and the projects are
related to the engineering discipline. The capstone

faculty member can make suggestions to compa-

nies about which projects would appeal most to

students, and students can be encouraged to con-

sider emerging technologies. The authors have

experienced rewarding and affirming projects char-

acterized by student teams who develop a concept

that is totally unexpected by the company, new to
both the company and students, and solves the

problem elegantly.

The final potential for mismatched expectations

is project deliverables and the ability for a team to

fail. Programs are advised to state deliverables

explicitly and share failure statistics, if applicable.

(In some programs, the faculty member is respon-

sible for completing the project if the students are
not successful.) In the event that a team fails,

communication with the company concerning the

nature of the failure is recommended. In addition,

sharing the learning experienced by the students can

help the company cope with a failed project.

2.2 Service learning projects

Service learning projects are typically sponsored by

a community partner and give students the oppor-

tunity to interact with people outside their socio-

economic groups and disciplines, and also to

include issues other than engineering. The commu-
nity partner may be local or could be international

as in the case of Engineers without Borders. Key

components of service-learning include reflection

and reciprocity [16, 19]. Reflection requires the

student to ponder and articulate the service learning

experience. Reciprocity requires that students meet

actual community needs—not contrived needs—to

address desired learning outcomes.
Table 1 indicates that service learning projects are

more likely to be viewed as worthwhile. This is

because students meet with a client who expresses

a real need. Because of the open-ended nature of the

problem, the solutions may not be as technical or

‘cool.’ Depending on the type of project, there may

be liability issues. The program must decide if the

potential benefits to students in seeing engineering
benefit mankind in a very personal way and to the

university in positive public relations offsets the

possible liabilities.

There are several aspects of service learning

projects that are quite different from industrial

projects:

(a) Problem statements are not given in engineer-

ing terms. In the service-learning projects the

problem statements are often ill-defined and

rarely specified in engineering terms. For exam-

ple, one problem statement consisted of, ‘My
daughter is getting too heavy for me to pick her

up.’ These broad statements require that stu-

dents listen attentively, think creatively, and

then design a product to meet a specific need.

(b) Projects often require a creative approach. A

high level of technical expertise may not be

required, but rather an innovative use of

common components tomeet a very specialized
need. For example, students used a four bar

mechanism to allow a student with limited arm

motion to brush her hair.

(c) Students must communicate effectively with

nontechnical clients. The students may need

to communicate with disabled clients and med-

ical personnel. Students, as seniors, have

become familiar and comfortable with techni-
cal jargon. They must set aside their jargon in

order to talk to their clients and theymust learn

to listen and understand medical terms. In

addition, many students choose to find funding
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for their client and they must ask local groups

for money. Soliciting donations is a new experi-

ence for most engineering students.

(d) Students work with a greater variety of outside

groups.Whenworking on an industrial project,

students usually work with the company and
potential suppliers for their proposed design. In

service-learning projects, students must work

with a variety of different groups. From past

experiences, the students have worked with the

end user, the end user’s family, the medical

therapist, vendors, machinists, middle school

teachers, and funding sources.

(e) Students develop empathy for the end user of
their design. For many of our students, this is

their first opportunity toworkwith the disabled

or those from another, poorer culture. The

students often voice how much they have

taken for granted. They realize that for their

clients even the simplest task is enormous, or

that the simplest comfort is not available. The

groups see their client as an individual who is
trying to cope with a serious problem.

(f) Students gain great personal satisfaction from

helping others. As they develop empathy for

their clients, the students want to help them. In

some cases, the group knows that their client

will only get worse as the disease progresses. In

other cases, the group knows that the client will

not live a normal life span. This knowledge
gives urgency to their work: they want to help

right now. Being able to see a person use

their design and improve the quality of their

life provides enormous satisfaction to the

groups. They feel that they have made a differ-

ence for someone, and they see the results of

their work.

(g) Students mature. In the service learning pro-
jects, students are the ‘experts’ for the first time

in their technical career. With industrial pro-

jects the students are seen as novices whomight

offer help to the company. In the service learn-

ing projects, the students are seen as the experts

who will make a difference. They are the ones

with the technical background who can make

the decisions.
(h) Students encounter unusual pitfalls. Students

may overestimate their ability to supply what

the customer needs. Students are often enam-

ored with their designs and cannot imagine

potential failure modes. Clients see the students

as experts and do not understand the necessity

of consulting an expert to verify the students’

work. If another culture is involved, particu-
larly a third world setting, students may not

understand the cultural context well enough to

define the needs of the community [16].

The university also benefits from service learning

projects. Quite often universities use service learn-

ing projects to demonstrate that engineering bene-

fits mankind and as a means of recruiting students.

Service learning projects also indicate an interest in

the community and help develop long term relation-
ships with the community. As interest in sustain-

ability has increased, some universities are using

their facilities or maintenance departments as the

service learning client. There are real opportunities

on college campuses to introduce significant savings

and provide interesting designs while partnering

with another entity on campus.

In summary, the qualities of service learning
projects as shown in Table 1 are viewed as worth-

while to the client by the students, the projectmayor

may not be related to the engineering discipline, the

project may or may not use emerging technologies,

the projectmay ormay not be ‘cool,’ and the project

may or may not include modern and emerging

technologies. For students who select service learn-

ing projects, the worth of the project to the client
seems to eclipse the other considerations.

2.3 Student competition projects

Student competition projects are often sponsored

by professional societies or governmental entities.

Some well-known projects include Design-Build-

Fly by AIAA, the concrete canoe by ASCE, and

the Human-Powered-Vehicle sponsored by ASME.

Students have great ownership of the student pro-

jects. Although there is a faculty project advisor,

students assume responsible charge of the project.
As shown in Table 1, student competitions are

viewed as highly worthwhile, intrinsically exciting,

and centered in the engineering discipline.

The differentiating characteristics of the student

competition project are as follows:

(a) Students are more committed to the student

competition projects. They develop a team

spirit and often work between 20 and 30 hours

a week on their project. They often stay at

school over holidays or breaks to work on

their design.
(b) Students aremore open to finding efficient ways

to design. They will avail themselves of model-

ing techniques, testing equipment, and proto-

typing.

(c) Students must participate in all aspects of the

design process. They often fabricate parts,

assemble parts, perform maintenance, trans-

port the design, and finally dispose of the
design.

(d) Student activities and learning are more varied.

They are often involved in fund raising, travel-

ling to the competition, identifying vendors,
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working with suppliers, and arranging trans-

portation of their design to the competition site.

(e) Students often develop a closer relationship

with the university. Returning graduates often

mention that they continue to feel a part of the

university as they follow the progress of the
current team.

(f) Students find the actual competition a learning

experience. Evaluating the performance of their

design against other designs gives students

insight into other possible design paths.

Student competition projects that are successful are

often used in university recruiting literature. The

projects allow students to benchmark their perfor-

mance on a particular project against the perfor-
mance of students from other schools. When a

student competition team is successful against the

competition, students are energized, motivated, and

gleeful. When a student competition team fails,

students are typically disappointed. Although

their learning may have been very high, students

will discount the learning if they don’t do well at

competition. It is the responsibility of the faculty
advisor to console and to guide reflection on the

experience. In summary, student competition often

fulfill all of the criteria in Table 1—the projects are

viewed as worthwhile to the students, the projects

are related to the engineering discipline, the projects

use modern or emerging technologies, and the

competitive atmosphere maintains high student

interest.

2.4 Faculty projects

Another source of capstone design projects can be

faculty projects. These projects may be tied to a

faculty member’s research area—perhaps a fixture

or experimental device is needed. These projects can

often be quite successful and are very similar to the

industrially sponsored projects. Table 1 shows the

range in ratings for these projects. The need for the

project depends on the students’ perception.As long
as there is a perceived need, and the need has a ‘cool’

factor, students respond to the need. The person

with responsible charge for the project should be

determined before the project begins. If both the

faculty sponsor and the student team think that they

have responsible charge, it is difficult to complete

the project successfully. If the students don’t see the

project as a ‘real project’ there is a potential for low
motivation. Faculty members who can motivate

students have seen a high level of success.

2.5 Paper designs

Some institutions determine the learning outcomes

that they wish to obtain from a design project and

then develop the ‘perfect project’ that addresses all

of the concerns. With some iteration it is possible to

develop a hypothetical project that contains all of

the desired features for a project. As shown in Table

1 the drawbacks to this approach include student

motivation and institutional memory. Students are

not as motivated by a hypothetical project as one
that they perceive to be real. In addition, students

are very good at passing hints, suggestions, and

sometimes solutions to the following class so it is

difficult to know if each succeeding class is getting

the same experience. When comparing these pro-

jects to the Cheville criteria—the project may not be

viewed as worthwhile by the students, the project is

related to the engineering discipline, and the project
can be design to use modern or emerging technolo-

gies.

3. Project management

Thoughtful project management guides the best

capstone experiences. No matter the type of design

project (industrial, service learning, etc.), the devel-
opment of a consistent andwell-documented frame-

work for management of design teams and their

projects is very important to success of the capstone

design experience. Project plans are also important

in teaching and communicating the complex process

of design project assessment to the student teams.

Student teams are better equipped to respond to the

demands of the capstone experience when they have
an understanding of the evaluation metrics for their

projects. Reference 4 details some of the best

practices in designing an effective rubric for cap-

stone design projects.

Project management is the process of decompos-

ing, estimating, planning, organizing, optimizing,

and managing tasks and resources (people, money,

time) to accomplish a defined objective within
constraints on resources. Student teams struggle

with the entire process of project planning because

of their limited experience with the project, costs

estimating, organizing, managing, and even con-

sidering such aspects as people, facilities, money,

and time. Their first attempts at project planning

result in a very top level and not detailed plan.

However, as the semester progresses their depth of
knowledge about the project and execution of the

various steps increases and their plans evolve along

with the execution of the project. In many cases, the

planprogresses at the same speed as the project itself

serving as a log of activities performed. However,

this is also useful to their learning experience and

future endeavors in planning.

Project planning consists of several phases:

(a) Formulate a problem decomposition (estimate

the project details). This task is extremely
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challenging at the beginning of the design cycle

because the problems are generally ill-defined

or very roughly defined. Decomposing a pro-

blem that is not fully understood or defined by

its very nature is extremely difficult and vague.

As the problem definition matures, the decom-
position also becomes clearer.

(b) Develop an initial project plan (tasks, assign

resources, analyze). The initial project planmay

follow a template from the textbook or from

past years’ experiences. This initial template is a

good starting point for project and team specific

refinements.

(c) Refine the project plan to meet constraints on
resources. Each project will have specific con-

straints and resources that will need to be

incorporated and plans developed to address

those constraints or maximize efficiencies of

utilization of resources.

(d) Track and manage the project; report to spon-

sors and faculty advisors. Tracking and mana-

ging the project based on the initial plan is an
iterative process. Design teams will need to

frequently (weekly) review their project plans,

update, and use it to communicate their pro-

gress as well as their future plans. Faculty

advisors and sponsors will also need to review

the project plans and provide feedback to the

team regarding their progress and planned

activities.
(e) Complete the project, communicate details.

Project plans are an important part of the

final project reporting and communication of

the details of the design activities, progress

made, resources utilized, budget, and accom-

plishments.

Student teams have significant limitations on time

(constrained by academic calendar and semester

boundary), resources (software, financial, labora-

tory, machine shop, manufacturing facilities, etc.)

and scope (extent of team’s experience and knowl-
edge, constrained by project sponsor, academic

credit for design course, etc.). As teams plan their

projects they must consider the following overarch-

ing topics:

(a) Time—The constraint on duration of the over-

all project as well as each task is constrained by

the boundaries of the academic semester.Many

programs use a two-semester capstone design

sequence. Duration of each phase of design will

need to be carefully allocated because this is
critical to on-time completion. In a two seme-

ster capstone design sequence, there is a major

timeline interruption during the winter break.

The course instructor(s) will need to establish

clear milestones for each semester; for example,

complete a prototype by the end of fall semester

followed by operation, testing, and redesign

during spring semester.

(b) Resources—The constraints on project budget

inmoney, people, equipment, facilitieswill need

to be analyzed and understood by the team.
Resources will constrain and limit the scope of

the project and define the boundaries of the

design options available to the team. Resources

may be provided internally by the university, by

the sponsoring company, or a combination of

both. Project resources will determine the scope

of the project that would be feasible in the time

allotted for the capstone design course(s).
(c) Scope—The constraint on goals and tasks of

the project and the amount of resources

required to complete the project. Scope of the

projects is driven by both time and resource

constraints. The team (and the course instruc-

tor(s) ) must assess the scope of the project

against time and resources to guide the project

execution towards a successful conclusion.

3.1 Project strategy

Student design teams need to develop a strategy for

their project before starting to plan their project or

use project management software for their project

(such asMicrosoft1 Project). Their strategy should
include objectives, scope, assumptions, limitations,

resources needed (people, equipment, facilities,

etc.), and budget (money) for their project. Profes-

sors teaching design courses typically will cover

some topics in project management to introduce

the topic to the design teams. For example, at the

University of Rhode Island, two class lecture hours

are allocated to the topic and an online module was
developed that students can review outside of

scheduled lecture hours to learn about project

management and implement their project plan in

Microsoft1 Project.

3.2 Tracking progress

Design teams must use their project plans to track
their progress, monitor their activities and effective-

ness and make adjustments to completion status,

people resources, budget, and dependency state of

each task. Continuous tracking results in continu-

ous improvement of the project plan and execution.

After the team’s project has been set up and

started, they can adjust actual start dates, finish

dates, and percentage complete status of each task.
This activity is a tremendous learning opportunity

for student teams to excel in project planning and

management. It is also crucial to their successful

execution of the work.
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4. Avoiding project pitfalls

It is noteworthy to also discuss some causes of

failures or below expected level of performance on

capstone design projects.

(a) Attitude. The number one reason why capstone

design projects fail is student attitude towards

the project, team members, or whatever is

distracting them from the focus of being suc-

cessful with the project. Attitude is the most

important enabler or inhibitor of success.

(b) Scheduling and Resources. Not enough time,
planning, or other resources. Many projects

fail because students underestimate the

amount of time required for various steps or

they procrastinate in planning or getting

started. Sometimes a lack of resources (funding,

machining facilities, manufacturing facilities,

technician support, etc.) can interfere with

success of design projects.
(c) Project Scope. Unclear goals or expectations;

taking too long to define the problem. Design

problems by their very nature are ill defined or

ill posed. Open ended problems that originate

from an industry sponsor are typically difficult

to solve and not very well defined.

(d) Managing Uncertainty. Student design teams

have extremely limited experience in their edu-
cation in dealing with open-ended problems.

The nature of our engineering education pro-

grams has been to provide textbook problems

that are completely closed and for themost part

have only one correct solution. Students are

trained and educated with these types of pro-

blems until they experience open-ended pro-

blems during capstone design. The vast space
and scope of the problems confuses even the

best of students. Confusion results in taking too

long to define the problem. Taking too long in

problem definition reduces the actual amount

of time available to the team to do the design

work. The result is a product or design that is

less than expected.

(e) Project Conflict. Unresolved disagreements
among the people involved. Disagreements

regarding the project, problem definition, and

details can originate from any number of

sources concerned with the project. For exam-

ple, the team members may disagree on

approach or scope to their problem, or the

sponsor and the team may disagree on a parti-

cular solution or approach. Any unresolved
disagreement from whatever source can delay

the project and progress. The timeline on cap-

stone design projects is extremely constrained

by the academic calendar and consequently any

source of delay will interfere with success of the

project.

(f) Clientele. Poorly defined audience—‘trying to

please everyone’. Sometime projects fail

because the audience for the project is not well

defined. For examples, student team might
assume that they are designing a product to

please their professor as opposed to the actual

client. Projects can also fail if the scope remains

too broad trying to please a large number of

desires or too broad of an audience.

It is important to note that the authors have noticed

that failure of a project does not always equate to

failure to learn. There have been several instances

where the failure taught the students the importance

of a certain step in the design process or of explicitly

stating assumptions. One example was a high per-
formance competition team that had spent hours

designing and testing a craft for the AIAA competi-

tion. The university was located at sea level but the

competition was held as approximately 5,000 feet.

The team failed to take into account the difference

and the craft did not fly at the higher elevation.

Their failure drove home to that teamand ever other

senior design team that year the importance of
defining the environmental use factors for a

design. Although the team was dispirited, they and

the entire class learned an important lesson.

5. Crisis management

When project planning and management fails
because of the reasons discussed previously, an

emergency situation arises for the capstone design

team. In emergencies, team problem solving is

unusually challenging, especially if grades, careers,

or sponsors depend on finding a solution immedi-

ately. ‘What on earth were the students thinking?’ is

usually the question going through the professor’s

mind. Perhaps they were hoping more than think-
ing. But even if we knew what they were thinking

then, it wouldn’t help them fix this now.

Managing a crisis occurs often in capstone design

projects. Professors and student teams will need to

work together to get through the crisis. It is impor-

tant to manage the crisis [21]. Some tips for profes-

sors (and students):

(a) Blame and problem solving do not mix. ‘I told

you so’ does not work. Teamwork in crisis

situations requires special care. Shifting the

blame does not help the capstone design team
in focusing on the problem at hand. If the team

survives the crisis, there will be time for

accountability through the evaluation (or peer

review) process. If the team or project does not

survive, finding fault will not matter. Keep the
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team focused on resolving the issues leading the

crisis.

(b) Ignoring the conflict does not work. The pro-

fessor may need to intervene in the situation.

(c) Assessing solutions on their merits must

become the focus. The creditability of the
originator of a proposed solution is less impor-

tant than the value and effectiveness of each

solution. In a crisis, the workability of the

solution is more critical than team dynamics

or politics.

(d) The team must act decisively and immediately.

Frequently the reason that the project is in crisis

is because the team is delayed in their progress.
Delaying action entails risk to the project and to

the team. They can no longer afford to leave

problems unresolved and must act immediately

and decisively.

(e) Students must let go of the focus on themselves.

Their self-interest is less important than the

interest of the team and project success. For

example, it is not acceptable for students to be
solely concerned with their own grade on the

project when the entire project is at jeopardy.

(f) Team members must accept and honor their

interdependence.As amember of the team, they

must accept the responsibility or make a com-

mitment to the project and honor the team’s

expectations. Unless they make every effort to

work toward the success of the project, doing
something different from what they promised

can seriously complicate the crisis.

(g) Listen and adopt a positive perspective. In a

crisis, descriptions of problems or other bad

news provided by the team members is often

fractured, unclear or disjointed. Faculty should

listen patiently and save questions for the end of

the report. Most important, faculty (and stu-
dents) should adopt a positive perspective.

When comparing alternatives, discussions

should be framed in terms of the relative

advantages of the options, rather than their

relative disadvantages.

6. Conclusions

There are attributes that suggest a successful cap-

stone project: perceived worth of the project, rela-

tion to the engineering discipline, use of emerging

technologies, and a ‘coolness’ factor [6]. Despite

these attributes, finding a successful project remains

an art rather than a recipe. Once the project is

selected, there are strategies for project manage-
ment. Scoping, planning, and tracking progress are

valuable tools for maximizing the success of a

project. However, even with the suggested tools,

therewill be crises.Having a crisismanagement plan

enables the capstone practitioner to respond to the

crisis in a calm and rational manner. While a failed

capstone project often leaves both the student,

sponsor (if applicable), and faculty project advisor

disappointed, this doesn’t mean that learning has

not taken place. The authors have noticed that the
overconfident student sometimes has to fail before

developing the willingness to listen. Even though a

failed capstone project has learning potential, most

practitioners prefer a successful project.

This paper addresses the implications of various

types of design projects and offers advice on project

management and crisis management. The authors

seek means for improving the capstone course
because they have experienced the benefits of a

successful capstone project. A successful capstone

project energizes all the participants. It provides a

valuable learning experience, gives the participants’

confidence, and often provides a lasting benefit to

the sponsor and a sense of pride to the student and

faculty member. For further work, it may be inter-

esting to quantify the various aspects used to
compare types of projects, develop additional cri-

teria to those presented by Cheville [6] and the

authors of this paper, and practice predicting suc-

cess of projects before execution.
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